NO. HAYES JOIN ENVIRONMENTAL CARE

CALABASAS, Calif. — Arnold Ng and James Hayes have both joined Environmental Care Inc. Ng was appointed the new national sales manager overseeing the marketing programs in branches throughout the U.S., while Hayes is now responsible for the development and expansion of the water management program divisions. Ng has 12 years of professional sales and marketing experience at Xerox, Xerox Learning Systems, and The Klahin Company. Hayes brings national operations and marketing experience from firms such as the Steiner Corp., Community Linen Services, where he was vice president and partner, and Corporate Video Services, of which he was president.

MIDGETT JOINS BRIDGE BUILDERS

FRANKLIN, N.C. — Ken Midgett has joined the staff at Bridge Builders, a division of Fox Lake Construction. Midgett, who has been involved in all phases of golf course construction during his career, will oversee all construction activities for Bridge Builders. For more information, call 1-800-874-9403.

CURALAN GETS CALIFORNIA EPA OK

SACRAMENTO, Calif. — Curalan fungicide, a product of BASF Specialties Products, has received registration for use in California from the state's Environmental Protection Agency. Curalan, with the active ingredient vinclozolin, is labeled for use on all turfgrasses and ornamentals. It is designed to prevent and control dollar spot, which grows in lawns and garden equipment. In 1991, when it was gas-powered golf cars were regulated more harshly than "first-tier" vehicles, the NGCA reversed itself and petitioned again for "first-tier" status. As late as 1992, NGCA was under the impression the ARB would, indeed, grant golf cars "first-tier" status. However, in August 1992, ARB suggested a Jan. 1, 1995 deadline for the elimination of gas-powered golf cars, whereas "first-tier" vehicles remain in service until Jan. 1, 1998.

The Jan. 1, 1997 deadline — should it come to pass — would be a compromise. Industry executives and air-quality bureaucrats agree gas-powered golf cars will eventually be banned in California. However, until ARB renders a decision, the question remains, "When?"

NEW PRODUCT OF THE MONTH

The Groom Master from Stanmore's America Corp., is not a new product. But Landscapes Unlimited, a golf course construction firm based in Lincoln, Neb., has found a new use for it. Traditionally used for bunker maintenance, the Groom Master is being used for greens construction (above). For more new products, see page 41.

Miles offers market support program

KANSAS CITY — Miles, Inc., Specialty Products has announced a new market support program for distributors of its turf and ornamental pesticide products. Distributors of Miles-marked products will now be eligible for the manufacturer's new promotional allowance program. The allowance, calculated as a percentage of a distributor's total use-year purchases and based on proof and promotional expenditures, can be used to fund advertisements in state and local publications, support state and local association activities, as well as university research efforts. Association activities that qualify for funding include speakers, luncheons, research foundations and special projects. University research funding should be directed to schools in the distributors area of business. For more information on the Miles Turf & Ornamental Market Support Program, contact the Miles, Inc. field sales representative or distributor in your area.

GCSAA limits role in Asia

LAWRENCE, Kan. — The Golf Course Superintendents Association of Great Britain (GCSAA) has opted for a lesser role in Golf Asia '94, leaving Connex Private Ltd. and the International Management Group (IMG) to manage the exhibition and trade show on their own.

According to IMG spokesman Bart Collins, much of the status quo remains: GCSAA will conduct the golf course maintenance seminars prior to the Singapore trade exhibition. However, the program will be less elaborate than originally planned, he said, and the association will not be involved in show management.

"The association has a little more insight about what our mission is over there," explained Randy Nichols, GCSAA president. "We, as an association, feel it's very important we continue our mission of educating people over there. And for our vendors, we feel it is very important to offer these sessions to draw people in to look at their products."

"But last year our education program lost some money over there. We probably offered too much."

Seed companies focus on golf course support

BOUND BROOK, N.J. — Lofas Golf Course Service and Support Division will now offer a complete seed and fertilization program to contractors in the nation, with the technical support required of a grow-in situation. The Lofas/Tree Time Grow-In Program, developed by Lofas' Director of Research Dr. Richard Hurley, combines the company's turfseed varieties with the line of Tree Time fertilizers manufactured by The Andersons of Mansfield, Ohio.

The program was designed to address the unique soil conditions encountered while constructing new golf courses. For more information, contact John DeMatteo at Lofas Seed at 908-560-1590.

POST FALLS, Idaho — Jacklin Seed Co. has introduced JacklinGolf, a service and technical support team dedicated to the needs of golf course architects, builders and authorized distributors. JacklinGolf's specially trained staff is made up of turfgrass specialists and research personnel, all dedicated to providing expertise and technical support necessary to assist with any golf course turfgrass decision or problem. The service can be accessed by calling 1-800-780-4321.

Gas golf cars may get 2-year reprieve in Calif.

SACRAMENTO, Calif. — The official word from the California Air Resources Board (ARB) is this: No decision has been made on the classification of gasoline-powered golf cars; more specifically, when they will be banned.

Gas-powered golf cars will be phased out in California — the question is "when?" On the other hand, an elimination is expected from the ARB sometime this month, according to an ARB spokesman. However, unnamed sources inside the California bureaucracy have indicated board members are leaning toward a two-year extension of the deadline. This would mean elimination of gas-powered cars would be required by Jan. 1, 1997, as opposed to the previous deadline: Jan. 1, 1995. According to the National Golf Car Manufacturers Association, there are approximately 14,000 gasoline-powered golf cars employed in California.

This extension would mark a change of heart from the ARB — but both sides have changed their respective minds and positions in the four years this issue has been debated. In 1990, NGCMA successfully petitioned to be classified outside "first-tier" regulations, which apply to lawn and garden equipment. In 1991, when it was gas-powered golf cars were regulated more harshly than "first-tier" vehicles, the NGCA reversed itself and petitioned again for "first-tier" status. As late as 1992, NGCA was under the impression the ARB would, indeed, grant golf cars "first-tier" status. However, in August 1992, ARB suggested a Jan. 1, 1995 deadline for the elimination of gas-powered golf cars, whereas "first-tier" vehicles remain in service until Jan. 1, 1998.

The Jan. 1, 1997 deadline — should it come to pass — would be a compromise. Industry executives and air-quality bureaucrats agree gas-powered golf cars will eventually be banned in California. However, until ARB renders a decision, the question remains, "When?"